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Key 
Trends
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Survey Overview

Internet

• The main advantages of online shopping are 

home delivery and access to consumer reviews

• In the Netherlands, using a platform website 

(e.g. Amazon, Zalando, Coolblue) is by far the 

most popular way to make online purchases

• Up to 1 of every 3 online consumers considers 

purchasing on an actual brand’s website (e.g. 

Nike, Lego, Nespresso)

Consumer habits

• Most Christmas purchases are done in 

November or the first half of December

• The amounts Dutch consumers plan to 

spend are low compared to consumers in 

other countries, with only Poland spending 

less

• Sinterklaas spending accounts for 22% of 

the total holiday spend in the Netherlands 

Shopping

• Consumers mostly get ideas and advice for holiday 

shopping through physical stores, and also purchase 

most through this channel

• Consumers are significantly more loyal to physical stores 

than to online stores

• During the holiday season, half of consumers would be 

willing to pay an average of €7 to be assured that the 

desired package will arrive the same day

Economy

• Dutch consumers are the most positive about 

their current economic situation compared to 

consumers in other countries

• Only Portugal scores higher than the 

Netherlands for the number of consumers that 

are positive about their spending power

Key 
Trends
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Consumer 
Perception
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Current state of the economy

• Overall, Dutch consumers are the most positive about their country’s current economic situation compared to consumers in 

other countries

• 8% more men than women think their country’s economy is stable or growing

• Younger people tend to be more positive about their country’s economic situation than older people, with a difference of up 

to 8% between consumers aged 18-34 and those aged 55+

• High-income consumers* are most positive about the current state of the economy, with 94% being neutral or positive. 

Among lower and middle-income consumers*, this is 68% and 85% respectively

• Dutch consumers are 12% less confident about the country’s economic prospects for 2018 compared to 2017

% of consumers believing their country’s 

economy is stable or growing

European average: 63%

+ 50%

41-50%

31-40%

21-30%

10-20%

80%
76%

57%

23%

60%

70%

77%

61%

43%

78%

% of consumers believing their 
country’s economy will be stable or 
growing in 2018

European average: 58%

68%
66%48%

29%

59%

59%

75%

53%

46%

73%

*High income is defined as >€45,000, middle between €30,000 and 45,000, and low income below €30,000.
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Current household spending

• 19% more younger people (18-34) than older people (55+) think they have the same or more to spend than last year

• 19% more higher-income consumers than lower-income consumers think they have the same or more to spend than last 

year

% of consumers believing their spending 

power is equal to or better than last year’s

+ 50%

41-50%

31-40%

21-30%

10-20%

European average: 63%

69%
68%62%

38%

57%

69%

77%

68%

56%

68%
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Shopping
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Shopping calendar

• 11% more men than women are still buying their gifts after 15 December

• 23% more younger consumers (18-34) than older consumers (55+) buy their gifts after 15 December

• Younger consumers (18-34) shop most during special sales events (6%)

• 20% of respondents do not buy any gifts for the holiday season

Nov DecDec

9%

NOV
Before

31%

NOV

31%

DEC
1st to 15th

21%

DEC
16th to 24th

1%

JAN
In and after

3%

DEC
25th to 31st

During 
special sales 
events (e.g. 
Black Friday) 

4%
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Estimated holiday spending in Europe

Belgium Germany Greece Italy Netherlands

Gifts €197 €241 €136 €208 €120

Food €144 €116 €157 €133 €98

Socializing €36 €48 €75 €62 €21

Traveling €55 €79 €82 €126 €56

Total €445 €484 €451 €528 €296

Poland Portugal Russia Spain
United 
Kingdom

European average

Gifts €107 €179 €115 €252 €321 €188

Food €81 €115 €116 €195 €159 €131

Socializing €21 €31 €31 €80 €71 €49

Traveling €48 €77 €77 €106 €63 €77

Total €258 €340 €340 €632 €614 €445

Dutch consumers spend a lot less during the holiday season than consumers in other countries 

(33% less than average), with only Poland spending less than the Netherlands
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Estimated holiday spending

Estimated 
spending 

2016

Estimated 
spending 

2017

€116 €120

€94 €98

€21 €21

€55 €56

TOTAL €287 €296

Estimated 
spending 

2016

Estimated 
spending 

2017

€185 €188

€129 €131

€47 €49

€72 €77

TOTAL €433 €445

• Both online and offline spending is expected to increase. Most of the growth in spending is in online purchases (7.0%), while

for offline purchases this is only 1.2%

• The highest growth is expected to be in Food & Drink (4.2%), and the lowest is expected to be in socialising (0.3%)

• Although total spending in the Netherlands is less than the European average, the growth in percentage terms is higher 

owing to a higher relative increase in spending on gifts and food.

2016 vs 2017 (Netherlands) 2016 vs 2017 (Europe)

3.5%

0.3%

1.3%

3.1%

1.5%

1.6%

3.9%

2.6%

4.2%

6.4%
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Estimated holiday spending in Europe

• The highest spending is expected in Spain, the UK and Italy, while the lowest levels are expected in Russia, the Netherlands 

and Poland

• Although total spending is significantly lower in the Netherlands, the distribution of the Dutch budget is similar to the  

European average

Estimated spending by country Christmas Budget 2017

1. Spain

2. UK

3. Italy

4. Germany

5. Greece

6. Belgium

7. Portugal

8. Russia

9. Netherlands

10. Poland

41%

33%

7%

19%

42%

30%

11%

17%

Gifts Food Socialising Traveling

Europe

NL

Ranking
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Spending per celebration

• In the Netherlands, Christmas spending is 133% higher than Sinterklaas spending and 97% higher than spending to 

celebrate New Year’s Eve

• The biggest difference in spending is in fashion, where Christmas accounts for 66% of all spending

How much are you planning to spend per celebration 

during the holiday season?1

17%

66%

17%17%

51%

32%

24%

57%

20%

25%

42%

32%34%

52%

14%

35%

40%

25%

Sinterklaas Christmas New Year's Eve

Fashion

Food & Drink

Health & Beauty

Entertainment

Technology

Other

€60

Total

€140

Total

€71

Total
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Reasons driving changes in spending

WHY WILL YOU SPEND MORE?

01 I want to enjoy myself, and avoid thinking too much about the bad economic situation

02 The economic situation is more secure

03 Other reasons

04 There are many innovations that make me spend more money

05 My income after tax has increased

06 Promotions

07 Retailer services and recommendations persuade me to spend more money

08 Consumer reviews and ratings persuade me to spend more money

09 The credit terms offered by retailers are good
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“Dutch consumers value the holiday 

ambience and experience in the store 

three times more than consumers in 

other countries do. This creates 

additional opportunities for physical 

stores to differentiate themselves from 

e-commerce players” 
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Most desired gifts

• Chocolates, books, food & drink, and gift vouchers are the most popular gifts. Chocolates are most popular among women, 

while food & drink is more appreciated by men.

Desired gifts

1 Chocolates

2 Books

3 Food & drink

4 Gift vouchers

5 Cosmetics/Perfume

6 Money (cash)

7
Beauty care, massage, spa 
treatment

8 Clothes/shoes

9 Games

10 Jewellery/watch

Men

1 Books

2 Chocolates

3 Food & drink

4 Games

5 Money (cash)

Women

1 Chocolates

2 Books

3 Cosmetics/Perfumes

4 Gift vouchers

5
Beauty care, massage,    
spa treatment

2

30%

29%

22%

22%

21%

16%

15%

13%

13%

12%

29%

27%

27%

21%

20%

32%

29%

29%

24%

22%
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Expected best sellers

• The most popular gifts are books, chocolates and cosmetics/perfume

• 21% of consumers have not yet decided what to buy as a gift

• The top 5 categories of expected best sellers for men and women are the same (but not in the same order)

• 7 of the 10 most desired items are also expected to be best sellers

Gifts bought

1 Books

2 Chocolates

3 Cosmetics/Perfume

4 Gift vouchers

5 Food & drink

6 I don’t yet know

7
Beauty care, massage, spa 
treatment

8 Accessories (bags)

9
Cooking accessories           
(utensils, gadgets.)

10 Money (cash)

Men

1 Books

2 Cosmetics/Perfume

3 Food & drink

4 Chocolates

5 Gift vouchers

Women

1 Books

2 Chocolates

3 Cosmetics/Perfume

4 Gift vouchers

5 Food & drink

36%

31%

30%

26%

25%

21%

20%

17%

15%

15%

2

31%

28%

27%

25%

25%

2

41%

36%

32%

27%

23%
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Expected best sellers (children and teenagers)

• The majority of respondents (42%) will purchase model construction toys or games for children aged under 12

• The majority of respondents (40%) will also purchase games for teenagers, but the rest of the best seller list is similar to 

that for adults

• 14% have not yet decided what to purchase for teenagers

Children

1 Model construction toys

2 Board games/puzzles

3 Books

4 Baby and infant articles

5 Educational toys

6 Dolls & soft toys

7 Arts and crafts, creative design

8 Technical toys

9 Clothes / shoes

10 Action toys

Teens

1 Video games

2 Chocolates

3 Money (cash)

4 Books

5 Clothes/shoes

6 Gift vouchers

7 Cosmetics/Perfume

8 Food & drink

9 I don't know

10 Accessories (bags)

42%

40%

28%

28%

28%

25%

23%

21%

19%

17%

40%

27%

25%

24%

18%

17%

17%

17%

14%

14%
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Omnichannel
User 
Experience
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Searching for ideas and advice

• The majority of Dutch consumers use physical stores for inspiration, followed by directly asking the intended recipient for 

ideas, and then look in newspapers and magazines or on websites

• Whether online is preferred to a physical store depends very much on the product. Toys, fashion, home gifts, gift boxes & 

cards, food & drink, health & beauty, and books are mostly searched for in physical stores, while other products are 

searched for more online

13,4%

13,9%

19,0%

37,0%

38,9%

40,4%

43,4%

Social Media

TV

Word of mouth

Website

Newspapers and magazines

I was directly asked for it

Physical Stores

46%

19%

23%

26%

43%

40%

54%

45%

50%

53%

43%

51%

34%

42%

Books

Music

Movies

Video Games

Technology

Wearables

Health & beauty

Food & drinks

Gift boxes

Home gifts

Sports

Fashion

Leisure

Toys

Most popular channel

Consumers using channel for ideas and advice % of consumers using most popular channel 

(website or store) per category

34%

41%

45%

43%

56%

63%

29%

27%

36%

42%

45%

46%

46%

27%

Store Website
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Internet sources used for ideas

13%

28%

31%

33%

34%

40%

49%

54%

Forums and blogs

Email newsletters and online leaflets
I receive by email

Website of stores without physical
stores (e.g. Amazon, Aliexpress)

Comparison sites (Pricing…)

Websites with coupons and offers

Websites of brands/suppliers

Search engines (Google, Yahoo…)

Website of stores with one or more
physical stores

• Dutch consumers using websites for inspiration mainly use websites of 

brick & click retailers (i.e. retailers with physical stores), search engines 

or certain brands’ websites.

• Pure online websites (e.g. Amazon or comparison sites) are still used 

relatively less than “traditional” stores for ideas.
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º

Information and advice on social networks

• The main reason why consumers use social media for information is to get inspiration or ideas for gifts (63%), to browse for 

products (51%) and to obtain trusted advice and recommendations on products (46%)

• The high use of social media to get trusted advice on products from other customers and social influencers shows the 

importance of peer-to-peer interaction and of retailers having the right image on social media

What we look for on social media

Products

Prices 

Ideas

Discounts

Information/Advice  

What family/friends want
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Where to buy gifts

• Physical stores outperform all alternative channels in terms of purchasing preference. However, there are differences across 

product types.

• Websites are more popular for wearables, technology, video games, movies and music, while physical stores are more 

popular for other products. In the case of leisure, sports and video games, the preferred channel for purchases is different 

from the channel used for ideas and advice

• 1 out of every 5 consumers considers using a mobile device for their purchases

8,5%

10,8%

19,0%

45,0%

72,0%

Mail order Catalogues

Ordering online in a store

Mobile commerce

Website

Physical stores

67%

47%

43%

56%

57%

38%

80%

87%

82%

81%

66%

77%

53%

82%

Books

Music

Movies

Video Games

Technology

Wearables

Health & beauty

Food & drinks

Gift boxes & cards

Home gifts

Sports

Fashion

Leisure

Toys

Most popular

Consumers considering using purchasing 

channel

% of consumers considering using most 

popular channel (website or store) per 

category

57%

53%

59%

55%

58%

79%

34%

15%

32%

49%

59%

45%

51%

50%

Store Website
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Where to buy gifts (physical stores)

• Most Dutch and other European consumers will purchase their gifts at specialty chains (e.g. bookstore for books)

• Dutch consumers highly value traditional local shops (42%) for gift shopping

• Compared to other European countries, Dutch consumers favour specialty chains more, while being less inclined to purchase 

in traditional department stores, hypermarkets and supermarkets

• 7% of Dutch consumers are not yet sure where they will purchase their products

Retailers’ evolution Main types of retailers for gift 

shopping

37%
24%

39%
35% 24%

16%

74%

37%
54% 43%

24%

46% 57%
48%

52%
39%

38%

37%

61%

45%
32%

52%

39% 33% 30%

28% 40%

50%

54% 45%
42%

47% 21%

41% 42% 42%

53%
39%

60%

42%
30%

36%
27%

42%

7%
6% 3%

4%
5% 16% 3%

12%

5%
11% 6%

16% 9% 8%
29% 15% 15% 22% 24%

11% 12% 15%

Total BE DE GR IT PL PT RU ES UK NL

Hypermarkets and supermarketsTraditional department stores

Traditional local shops Luxury boutiques

Speciality chains

Factory outlet stores
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Where to buy gifts (online)

• Using a platform website is by far the most popular online option in the Netherlands, with 74% of the respondents preferring 

this option, followed by 43% using websites offering multiple brands. This shows that consumers prefer multi-branded 

websites over single-branded websites

• Actual brand websites and websites offering second-hand items are preferred by 30% of the respondents, and so are 

the third most popular purchasing option

A platform site (e.g. bol.com, Coolblue, Zalando)

Website offering multiple brands (e.g. Bijenkorf, Intertoys) 43%

74%

Website of a brand (e.g. Nike, Lego, 
Nespresso)

30%

Website for second-hand items (e.g. 
Marktplaats)

30%

Foreign site (e.g. 
Chinese webshops)17%
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9%

10%

18%

20%

20%

23%

I would look for a different product

Go online to another store's website

Go to another location of the same
chain or ask a stores assistant

Go online to the same store's
website

Use a search engine or comparison
site to find it elsewhere

Go to another store of a different
chain

8%

15%

16%

19%

42%

I would look for a different
product

Go to a physical store of a
different chain

Go to a physical store of the
same chain

Change online store

Use a search engine or
comparison site to find it

elsewhere

Loyalty online vs loyalty offline

• 47% of offline shoppers stay loyal to their store or brand, while for online shoppers this is only 24%

• The main driver of online disloyalty is the ease of accessibility of alternatives and the breadth of information 

provided by search engines or comparison sites. This makes the availability of information online (e.g. store 

stock levels) more important for keeping consumers loyal

• For offline shoppers, the behavior in the event of a product’s unavailability is more equally spread over the 

various options

If a product is not available in an online 

store you usually…

If a product is not available in a physical 

store you usually…

Loyal behaviour Disloyal behaviour
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Online Shopping vs Physical Stores: Advantages

• Key advantages of online shopping are the convenience (e.g. home delivery and shopping when I want) and 

transparency of information (e.g. access to reviews, prices can be easily compared and broader assortment)

• Dutch consumers are relatively well aware of personal data protection, with 75% of respondents seeing 

protection of personal data as a key advantage of shopping in physical stores

Online Physical Stores

01 Home delivery

02 Access to other consumer 

reviews

03 Shopping when I want

04 Prices can be compared easily

05 Broad assortment

01 Competent and professional advice

02 I immediately get the products

03 Pleasure while shopping

04 Protection of my personal data

05 After-sale services (repairs)
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Which area would you expect retailers to invest in to 
improve the shopping experience during the holidays?

• For consumers, the main area for retailers to invest in is in lower prices (52%), followed by customer relationships (40%), 

adjusted opening hours (36%) and decoration to improve ambience (33%)

• The least important investment areas are childcare (2.3%), mobile apps (5.5%), Wi-Fi capabilities in stores (6.9%) and 

environmental friendliness (7.5%)

Lower prices

Customer 
relationships

Adjusted opening 
hours

Decoration to improve 
ambience

Environmental 
friendliness

Wi-Fi 
capabilities in 
stores

Mobile apps

Childcare

YES NO
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Assuring on-time delivery

1 al 15

51%

€7

Same 
day

44%

€5

Next day

30%

€4

In two days

16%

€4

In a week

14%

€4

In two weeks

51% of consumers are willing to pay an average of €7 to be assured their package arrives the 

same day

• Half of consumers would be willing to pay an average of €7 to be assured of the desired package arriving the same 

day during the holiday season

• The percentages vary substantially from one age group to another: up to 75% of younger people (18-34) are willing 

to pay for same-day assurance, while only 32% of older people (55+) are. The amount they are willing to pay also 

varies (€8 among younger consumers, and €6 among older consumers). Similar patterns are found for other 

timeframes.

• In non-holiday periods, similar numbers of consumers (50-60%) are willing to pay for same-day delivery, but the 

amount they are willing to pay is an average of only €4. This shows the increased importance for consumers of a 

reliable same-day delivery option during the holiday season.1 

1Source: Deloitte Digital Omnichannel Fulfilment 2017
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Payment methods

19% of consumers have used ‘digital wallets’ for payment or will do so in the future. 

• Debit cards are still the key payment method for online purchases, with 38% of Dutch consumers 

seeing this as the preferred option – maybe because of the popularity of iDeal in the Netherlands

• Online, the ‘digital wallet’ (e.g. PayPal) is preferred by 5% over credit cards

• For in-store purchases, too, the debit card is the most popular option (83% of respondents), followed 

by cash payment (37%) 

01 Debit card

02 Digital wallet e.g. PayPal

03 Credit card

04 Other, e.g. vouchers

01 Debit card

02 Cash

03 Other, e.g. vouchers, cheques

04 Credit card

05 Digital wallet, e.g. PayPal

ONLINE IN-STORE
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Conclusions
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Most Christmas purchases 
will be done in November 
or the first half of 
December, while Dutch 
consumers make only limited 
use of special sales events 
(e.g. Black Friday)

Conclusions (I/II)

Christmas Survey 2017

Consumers see the key 
investment areas for 
retailers as lower prices, 
customer relationships, 
adjusted opening hours 
and decoration to 
improve ambience

Compared to other 
Europeans, the Dutch 
are the most positive 
about the current 
economic situation

Dutch consumers spend 
comparatively less than 
consumers in other countries. 
They plan to spend 
approximately €300 during 
the holiday season, of which 
€120 will be on gifts. 

In the Netherlands,
Sinterklaas spending 
accounts for 22% of total 
holiday spending, while 
Christmas accounts for 52%

The most desired 
gifts are chocolates 
and books, both for 
men and women. 
Books are also 
expected to be best 
sellers for both 
genders, while 
chocolates are more 
preferred by women
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For online inspiration, most 
consumers go to websites of 
retailers with physical 
stores, search engines or 
websites of certain brands.
Pure online players are less 
popular

Conclusions (II/II)

Christmas Survey 2017

Half of consumers would 
be willing to pay an average  
of €7 to be assured of the 
desired package arriving 
the same day during the 
holiday season, while the
average for next-day  

delivery is €5 

The majority of Dutch 
consumers find their ideas 
and advice in physical 
stores, by being directly 
asked, and in newspapers 
& magazines 

Consumers are significantly 
more loyal to physical 
stores than to online 
stores when a product is 
unavailable

The main advantages of 
online are home delivery 
and access to other 
consumer reviews, while 
the main advantages of 
physical stores are 
competent advice and 
immediately getting 
the products

Using a platform website 
is by far the most popular 
for online purchases, 
followed by websites offering 
multiple brands. This shows 
that consumers prefer 
multi-branded websites 
over single-branded websites
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Methodology

Christmas Survey 2017

• The results are based on an internet survey 

conducted among a pre-existing panel of 

consumers aged between 18 and 65

• The total sample size was 8154 respondents, 

879 of whom were from the Netherlands

• Respondents were chosen to represent the local 

population, based on sociodemographic 

characteristics, personal interests, income level 

and consumer behaviours

• Income levels were categorised as follows:

Low: < €30,000

Middle: €30,000 - €45,000

High: > €45,000

Sample size

Belgium 822

Germany 940

Greece 511

Italy 974

Netherlands 879

Poland 780

Portugal 762

Russia 781

Spain 923

United Kingdom 782

TOTAL 8,154
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